Sunday Oct 11th 2009

 
here are the minutes of the meeting: please pass them on to anyone you think might be interested.  Please note the unwelcome developments at High Rocks, which threaten access for all and have already resulted in substantially increased fees for all except season ticket holders. Also, there is an opportunity to do some work at Harrisons and Stone Farm this winter, so watch this space.  also note the very important line in these minutes, the fourth from the end.  best regards Martin   Southern Sandstone Volunteers Group (SVG) Sunday October 11th at 6pm at Bowles Chapel  1. Welcome and apologies  Those present: (18) Martin Brice, Rob Foster, Malcolm Macpherson, Sarah Cullen, Chris Gibson, Sarah Cullen, Mike Vetterlein, Ben Read, Graham Adcock, Geoff Pearson, Rob Naylor, Sue Luck?, Mark Brewster, Steve Jackson, Bob Moulton, Oliver Hill, Robin Mazinke, Sarah Goodman, Tim Skinner. 2. Minutes of Sandstone Open/Sandstone Volunteers Group on 17.5.09 Agreed 3. Harrison's Rocks Ownership Bob Moulton said ownership of the rocks had transferred to the BMC. RF asked who owned the car park. BM said the freehold was owned by the Forestry Commission, it was leased by Sport England and the BMC managed the car park and the campsite. BM said HRMG would be discussing fence replacement on west boundary. This would amount to a re-run of the procedure at Stone Farm. BM said that some tree work was needed to create wind corridors close to the rocks, but also to manage the woodland lower down the slope. GP said the various items of paperwork were merely a form of bureaucracy that had to be done. MM asked who would be in charge. BM in reply to a question from MM said Tim Skinner as chair of HRMG would be leading the tree work. There was a discussion on the need for extensive tree works, and TS said there would be a meeting with the Wealden Council tree man. MM to speak to TS about helping with the project.  BM said it would be dedicated as Open Access land in accordance with BMC policy. Signage would be dealt with by HRMG.  Celebration BM said some sort of celebration was in order and Sarah Cullen in her capacity as a member of HRMG would be organising it. RN was planning the TWMC bunfight at High and this would be postponed a year so the events would not clash. SC said HRMG could discuss it. SL said February 6 was booked for the President's Room at High Rocks. BM said thanks to TWMC for offering its booking and offering to help organise. Bolt testing Had been done three years ago and needed to be done again. GA said a whole day would be needed to test the bolts at Harrisons. BM said six or eight people would be needed.  3. High Rocks Recent problems at the Rocks. BM and others had met the owner and said there had been more problems with holes in the fences, and climbers being offensive to his staff. His long-term plan is to replace the fences with higher and better ones and to increase security on the gate. Daily rate to climb would go up to £10 and annual season ticket would be from £35 to £45 to encourage regular climbers. GA said he had been there this afternoon, and the signage had changed. Hours of opening 10am-4pm in winter and 10am-7pm in the summer. CG said the people breaking in to avoid the £5 fee would be doubly determined to escape paying £10. GA said the income from climbing probably went on repairing the fences. RF said increasing the cost would encourage people to break in. RF suggested climbers might police access. RN said there was a militant sub-group of climbers who were doing the damage. GA said he thought the problem was a matter of education. CG said it was about creating social pressure on people who were not paying, maybe a piece of ribbon to put on wrists might be an answer, so bona fide climbers would spot the scallywags. BM said a proposal could be made that season ticket holders could sign in a companion at half price. GA said matters would subside over the winter, and that a further approach to the owner should be made in spring to discuss these matters. BM said another SVG day was needed and this would be a good way to continue the good relationship with the owner. Meeting concurred with this idea. 4. Bowles Sign at entrance to the Rocks BM thanked SJ for his work on the sign.  5. Bulls Hollow GA said some work was needed and half a day's work by 10 people would sort it.  6. Eridge Green Rocks Meeting with Sussex Wildlife Trust. BM said he and SJ had met Sussex Wildlife Trust. There had been problems with anti-social behaviour at the rocks, and some rope grooves. SJ had come up with some tags to put at the belay trees, asking climbers to use carpet to protect the rock. He showed them to the meeting and said they could go up in the next week or so. The problem with the youths seems to have decreased. There is a voluntary warden living in the village. TS said the sign at Sandstorm looked as if it had rotted and had broken at ground level. Mark Brewster said the sign at Sandstorm should have a map indicating where climbing was banned. It was agreed that it was not clear to climbers/boulders without guidebooks where the banned sections were. BM to raise this with the SWT, 7. Stone Farm Bolt testing on 30.6.09 Has been done at the CC meet. TS said some resin work had been done. Ground Erosion and other work Meeting discussed a range of work needed. BM said HRMG would need to discuss and take the matter further and possibly CG said he had enthusiasm but little experience of this particular work. TS to discuss with CT at HRMG, and CG to assist in developing solutions. 8. Other crags None 9. Any Other Business None 10. Date of next meeting of SVG SOM May 16th, 2010. MB to ask BMC for a barrel of beer. Meeting opted to stay at Bowles Chapel.  SC said there was a bar at Bowles MB to talk to Bowles and explore options. 
